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 Collaborative applications have lately gained extra momentum due to two 

recent phenomena: data explosion and cloud computing. With more and 

more data and applications being hosted in the ''cloud'', it becomes easier for 

organizations with varying levels of mutual trust to share and collaborate 

over resources. However, a pressing challenge remains with the need of each 

organization to control access to its resources. Authorization, usually 

implemented as role-based access control (RBAC), has been recently 

proposed as a consolidated, multi-tenant cloud service, whereby RBAC rules 

of the collaborating organizations are stored centrally with a trusted 

authorization provider to mask heterogeneity and to simplify management. A 

critical factor to the success of such aggregating approach to access control is 

the scalability of the rule store to the number of collaborating organizations 

and to the degree of collaboration. In this paper, we focus on the scalability 

of the online rule store, that is, the set of rules that are checked with every 

authorization request, and thus, needs to reside in fast storage (e.g., main 

memory). We propose an authorization system that scales well to the degree 

of collaboration and call our system highly-collaborative authorization 

service (HCAS). HCAS is based on role mapping, a well-known RBAC 

technique that maps roles across collaborating organizations. HCAS replaces 

the inter-domain RBAC rules with a more scalable set of role-mapping 

tuples. Using simulation, we show that HCAS achieves super-linear savings 

in the size of online rule store. HCAS exhibits a favorable behavior of a 

slightly decreasing rule set with increasing degree of collaboration in highly-

collaborative settings. Scalability of online memory in RBAC multi-tenant 

authorization systems enables efficient software and hardware 

implementations. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Cloud computing services have been booming recently, and many organizations are moving to host 

their applications with cloud computing providers to reduce cost, to benefit from elasticity and dynamic on-

demand provisioning, and to convert capital costs to operational costs with the cloud’s pay-as-you go billing 

model. Current cloud instances can be classified into public, private, community, and hybrid [1]. 

Many cloud applications involve multiple collaborating organizations. For example, the federal US 

government cloud has different agencies collaborating together and sharing sensitive data among each other 

[2], and healthcare institutions are moving patients’ sensitive data into the cloud and collaborating over 

shared resources [3]. A major concern with these two examples and with other collaborative cloud 

applications are security. New security challenges face the cloud providers and collaborating organizations to 

federate their own authentication and authorization systems and allow for cross-domain security mechanisms 

to protect the shared sensitive data from unauthorized access [4], [5]. One of the most popular authorization 
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methods is role-based access control (RBAC), whereby each organization maintains a list of roles with 

different permissions and different users that assume the roles [6]. In RBAC, a request to access a resource 

with a desired privilege is granted or denied after a lookup for a rule that allows the requested privilege. A 

well-known technique in RBAC is inter-domain role mapping, whereby a role in one organization is mapped 

to another role in another organization to grant the desired privileges [7], [8], [9]. 

Federated, multi-tenant authorization services have been recently proposed [10], [11], whereby 

RBAC rules of the collaborating organizations and the cross-domain rules are stored centrally with a trusted 

authorization provider to mask heterogeneity and to simplify management. A critical factor to the success of 

federated RBAC access control is the performance of rule lookup, which depends on the scalability of the 

rule store size to the number of collaborating organizations and to the degree of collaboration, that is, the 

number of cross-domain RBAC rules. Scalability of online memory in RBAC multi-tenant authorization 

systems enables efficient software and potentially hardware implementations. The main problem studied in 

this paper is the scalability of the online rule store, that is, the set of rules that are checked with every 

authorization request, and thus, needs to reside in fast storage (e.g., main memory).  

We show that the size of the online rule store increases quadratically with the number of 

collaborating organizations in highly-collaborative cloud applications, applications in which resources are 

shared massively across organizations. In this paper, we propose an authorization system, which we call the 

highly-collaborative authorization service (HCAS), that scales well to the degree of collaboration. HCAS is 

based on role mapping and replaces the cross-domain RBAC rules with a more scalable set of role-mapping 

tuples. Using simulation, we show that HCAS achieves super-linear savings in the size of online rule store. 

HCAS exhibits a favorable behavior of a slightly decreasing rule-set size with increasing degree of 

collaboration in highly-collaborative settings. The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, we define the 

online-memory scalability problem in the context of multitenant RBAC authorization systems and show that 

traditional role-to-object RBAC mapping suffers from quadratic size of online memory in terms of the 

number of participating organizations in highly-collaborative cloud applications. Second, we introduce a 

solution to the online-memory scalability problem that is based on the role mapping technique and that 

achieved super-linear saving in online memory compared to role-to-object mapping in many simulated 

highly-collaborative settings.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. In section III, we 

formulate the online memory scalability problem in highly-collaborative environments. Section IV describes 

the architecture and operation of the role mapping algorithm of our highly-collaborative authorization service 

(HCAS). In Section V, we explain our simulation-based evaluation of HCAS, in which we evaluate the 

savings in online-memory size achieved by role mapping in highly-collaborative environments. Section VI 

concludes the paper and discusses future work. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 

In this section we discuss related multi-tenant authorization services [10], [11] and role mapping 

approaches [7], [8], [9]. Calero et al. [10] has introduced a multi-tenancy authorization model suitable for 

cloud computing, which federates the management of hierarchical role-based access control for path-based 

object hierarchies. RBAC rules, both local to each organization and across domains, are stored centrally on 

behalf of the collaborating organizations. Every organization should represent all roles with all resources that 

need to be accessed locally or in any of the other collaborating organizations in statements (tuples) signed by 

an issuer from the organization hosting the resources. These tuples are stored in a central trusted database. 

In Leandro et al. [11], a multi-tenancy authorization system using Shibboleth [12] has been proposed and 

implemented. Authorization is managed by the application (a collaborative Web authoring tool), and 

Shibboleth was used to implement cross-domain identity management without a trusted third party. Requests 

to the service provider for accessing a secure resource are redirected by Shibboleth to the organization to 

authenticate the requesting client against his organization and send a token again to the service provider, 

whereby the application’s resource manager takes a decision for granting or denying the request.  

In centralized, multi-tenant authorization services, the size of the authorization rule database for all 

statements for every organization can be prohibitively massive in a highly collaborative environment, in 

which a large portion of every organization’s resources is shared with most of the other collaborating 

organizations. To the rescue comes the idea of role mapping to map user roles in each organization to the 

roles in the host organization, that is, the organization owning the shared resource. The role-mapping rules 

replace the rules that map roles to resources. Role mapping has the potential of reducing the number of 

RBAC statements to be stored and accessed by the authorization system [7], [8], [9]. 

Chen et al., [7] has proposed an inter-domain role mapping technique based on the principle of least 

privilege. They suggest a minimal cardinality for a role across a domain to avoid misuse of access. Their 

approach may cause the loss of some of desired privileges. Our HCAS adopts the approach of role splitting to 
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avoid privilege loss. Geethakumari et al. [9] has proposed a scalable role-mapping approach that is based on 

ranking roles and resources with specific scores and comparing the role and resource scores to decide on 

request granting or denial. The scores are granted by the authorization server of each domain and are updated 

as the request traverses the domain hierarchy. Setting the scores correctly is a non-trivial process and would 

have a drastic impact on security if the scores are not set carefully. 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD  

In this section we lay down the definitions of highly-collaborative cloud applications, online and 

off-line authorization rule store, the online-memory scalability problem, which is the focus of this paper, and 

we highlight our proposed highly-collaborative authorization service (HCAS). 

 

 3.1.  Collaboration Graphs 

 We assume that a group of organizations are running a set of collaborative applications hosted in a 

cloud provider. Each application is composed of services and accesses resources (e.g., data elements) 

provided by one or more of the collaborating organizations. Each organization has its own role-based access 

control (RBAC) authorization system that manages the privileges of each of its roles with respect to the 

organization’s resources. Moreover, organizations grant privileges on their own resources to other 

organizations. We model collaboration as a random directed graph G = (V,E), whose vertices are all the 

organizations’ roles and all the organizations’ resources or objects. There are Norg organizations. Each 

organization has an expected number of roles Nrole and an expected number of objects Nobject. The set of 

resources of an organization org is denoted Oorg. An edge in this graph goes from a role (in one organization) 

to a resource in the same or different organization. More specifically, an edge (im; rn) means that role i in 

organization m has a certain privilege on resource r in organization n. Multiple edges may exist between the 

same role and resource to model different privileges. In the case that m = n, that is, the role and resource 

belong to the same organization, the edge is said to represent an intra-domain RBAC rule. In the case that m 

≠ n, the edge is said to represent an inter-domain rule. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. Comparison between a typical multi-tenant authorization service (left) and our highly-collaborative authorization 

service (HCAS) (right). In a multitenant authorization service (e.g., [10]), all RBAC authorization rules are stored online 

(i.e., searchable by every authorization request). In a highly-collaborative environment, the number of RBAC rules is 

quadratic in the number of collaborating organizations. HCAS (right) replaces the quadratic inter-domain rules wit a set 

of role mapping tuples whose number is stable for many highly-collaborative scenarios. The inter-domain RBAC rule set 

if moved to off-line storage (shaded), which is accessed by domain administrators for adding, deleting, or modifying the 

inter-domain rules. 
 

We assume that a group of organizations are running a set of collaborative applications hosted in a 

cloud provider. Each application is composed of services and accesses resources (e.g., data elements) 

provided by one or more of the collaborating organizations. Each organization has its own role-based access 

control (RBAC) authorization system that manages the privileges of each of its roles with respect to the 

organization’s resources. Moreover, organizations grant privileges on their own resources to other 

organizations. We model collaboration as a random directed graph G = (V, E), whose vertices are all the 

organizations’ roles and all the organizations’ resources or objects. There are Norg organizations. Each 

organization has an expected number of roles Nrole and an expected number of objects Nobject. The set of 
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resources of an organization org is denoted Oorg. An edge in this graph goes from a role (in one organization) 

to a resource in the same or different organization. More specifically, an edge (im; rn) means that role i in 

organization m has a certain privilege on resource r in organization n. Multiple edges may exist between the 

same role and resource to model different privileges. In the case that m = n, that is, the role and resource 

belong to the same organization, the edge is said to represent an intra-domain RBAC rule. In the case that m 

≠ n, the edge is said to represent an inter-domain rule. 

The average probability of an intra-domain edge, ῬL, is the probability of an edge between a role 

and a resource in the same organization averaged over all organizations. Similarly, the average probability of 

an inter-domain edge, ῬR, is the probability of an edge from a role in one organization and a resource in 

another organization averaged over all organization pairs (n,m) where n ≠ m. We denote the expected total 

number of edges in the collaboration graph as T, the expected number of intra-domain (local) edges as L = 

Norg × Nroles × Nobject × ῬL, and the expected number of inter-domain (remote) edges as R = Norg × Nroles ×  

(Norg -1) × Nobject × ῬR. The number of edges in a collaboration graph represents the number of RBAC rule 

tuples of the form (i, r, p), indicating that role i has privilege p on resource r. 

The probability ῬR of an inter-domain edge represents the expected degree of collaboration. A highly-

collaborative application is an application that induces a collaboration graph with a high degree of 

collaboration ῬR ≫  
 

    
 

 

3.2.  Online-memory Scalability Problem 

 We assume that in a multi-tenant authorization service, all RBAC rules are stored centrally in a 

centralized rule store. Both inter- and intra-domain rules are stored in the centralized store. However, we 

differentiate between rules that need to be stored in online versus off-line stores. Online rules are searched 

with every authorization request, whereas off-line rules are only accessed when new rules are to be added or 

when old rules to be modified or deleted. 

We define the online-memory scalability problem for a multi-tenant RBAC authorization service as the 

problem of minimizing the number of rule tuples that need to be online that is, searched for every 

authorization request.  

The RBAC multi-tenant authorization system in [10] is an example of a centralized RBAC rule store. The 

system stores rule tuples for every shared resource in an organization, and these tuples are signed by an 

issuer–usually the organization’s administrator. However, in a highly-collaborative environment, the number 

of inter-domain rules will be massive, and all these rules need to be stored online and processed by the 

authorization system for every authorization request.  

If the system in [10] is to scale to increasing number of collaborative organizations, the number of rules 

would increase in two dimensions. The first dimension is the number of intra-domain RBAC tuples, which 

take the form (role, object, permission, service), which means that role has permission to access object 

through service. The second dimension is the number of inter-domain rules, which take the form (issuer, 

org1, role, org2, object, permission, service), which means that issuer has granted role of organization org1 a 

certain permission on object in organization org2 and this privilege is activated only through a certain 

service.  

For example, consider two collaborating organizations, one with 20 resources r1 from (1 to 20), the first 5 of 

them are shared and 3 roles (i1 to i3) and the other with 25 resources r2 from (1 to 25), the first 10 of them 

are shared, and 4 roles (j1 to j4). Every role in each organization has privileges to access one resource in its 

own organization and three resources in the other organization. Thus, the total number of intra-domain 

RBAC rules is 3+4 = 7 (e.g., (i1, r1 → 3) and (j4, r2 → 5)). The total number of inter-domain rules is 

3×3+4=3 = 21 rules (e.g., (i3, r2 → 4) and (j4, r1 → 5)). 

For a highly-collaborative application, a multi-tenant authorization service like [10] with a central RBAC 

rule store would suffer from quadratic (in number of organizations) number of rules in its online rule store. 

Indeed, the number of rules stored is L+R = Norg × Nobject × Nrole(ῬL +(Norg -1) × ῬR) = O(  
org). 

 

3.3. Solution Highlights 

 In this paper, we address the online-memory scalability problem in a highly collaborative cloud 

environment, and we propose to replace the inter-domain rule tuples with a new rule store that contains role 

mapping [7], [8] tuples of the form (in, jm) indicating that role i in organization n maps to role j in 

organization m. A role i in organization n maps to role j in organization m if and only if role i is to be granted 

all privileges of role j within j’s local organization m.  

Figure 1 highlights the basic idea behind our proposed solution to the online-memory scalability problem. 

Whereas, in a multi-tenant authorization service (e.g., [10]), all RBAC authorization rules are stored online 

(i.e., searchable by every authorization request). Our highly-collaborative authorization service (HCAS) 

replaces the quadratic inter-domain rules with a set of role mapping tuples whose number slightly decreases 
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with the degree of collaboration for many practical scenarios. The inter-domain RBAC rule set if moved to 

off-line storage (shaded in the figure), which is accessed by domain administrators for adding, deleting, or 

modifying the inter-domain rules. 
 

3.4. Highly-Collaborative Authorization Service (HCAS) 

This section describes the architecture and operation of our highly-collaborative authorization service. 

HCAS employs role mapping to reduce the size of online RBAC rule store by replacing the inter-domain rule 

tuples by role-mapping tuples. HCAS is composed of four main parts: an authorization service, a matching 

service, a mapping service, and off-line and online rule stores (Figure 2). 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. HCAS System Architecture. HCAS is composed of four main parts: an authorization service (AS),     

a matching service (MX), a mapping service (MS), and off-line and online rule stores (RS). 

 

3.4.1.  HCAS Architecture 

 The authorization service (AS) is responsible for receiving authorization requests from the 

collaborative application’s services and replying with granting or denying access. Each authorization request 

contains six parameters: requester organization ID, requester role, target organization ID, target resource ID, 

and requested permissions. The authorization service checks for hits in an internal request-response cache; 

otherwise, it forwards the request to the matching service MX.  The matching service (MX) in turn looks up 

(in its online role-mapping tuple store) all rule tuples that indicate that the requester role has been mapped to 

roles in the target organization. For each such tuple, MX matches the permissions of the target organization’s 

role with the requested permissions. If a match is found, MX replies back with access granted; otherwise MX 

replies with access-denied.  

The mapping service (MS) is responsible for running the role-mapping algorithm (described in the 

next subsection) to deduce role-mapping rules from the inter-domain RBAC rules. The resulted role-mapping 

tuples are stored in the online rule store, whereas the inter-domain rules are stored in the offline rule store. 

MS runs with every insertion, deletion, or modification of an RBAC intra- or inter-domain rule. In each run 

of MS, the cache in AS is checked for rules to be invalidated.  Finally, the rule store (RS) is divided into 

online and offline parts. The online rule store contains the intra-domain RBAC rules and the role-mapping 

rules. The off-line rule store contains the inter-domain RBAC rules. 

 

3.4.2.  Role Mapping Algorithm 

 The general role mapping problem has been shown to be an NP-hard problem and is similar in 

structure to the minimum set-cover problem [7], [8]. In HCAS, we adopted a greedy approach to solve the 

role-mapping problem. Our role-mapping algorithm is listed in Figure 3, and the notation used is summarized 

in Table I. The algorithm iterates over all ordered pairs of collaborating organizations.  

For each pair of organizations (host, guest), the algorithm maps each role in guest that has at least 

one inter-domain edge to a resource in host to one or more roles in host. To ensure correctness, two roles (j, 

i), where i is a role in host and j a role in guest, are mapped if and only if all local privileges granted to role i 

are also granted (remotely) to role j. That is, the set of local resources mapped to role i in host is a subset of 

the set of remote resources mapped to role j from host’s resources. That is, {oi : oi Є Ohost and (i, oi) Є E}   

{oj : oj Є Ohost and (j, oj) Є E}. If such a role i does not exist in organization host, then two solutions are 

attempted. 
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First, role splitting is attempted. If there exists a ―wider‖ role   from host,   is split into two roles    

and  ’’, one of them,   , is locally mapped to the same set of resources that are mapped to role j from host. 

That is, {oj : oj Є Ohost and (j, oj) Є E} = {o ’ : o ’ Є Ohost and ( ’, o ’) Є E} ⊂ {o  : o  Є Ohost and ( , o ) Є 

E}. Second, role insertion is attempted. If there was no wider role  , a new role i’ is introduced to cover the 

needed resources, that is, {oj : oj Є Ohost and (j, oj) Є E} = {o  : o  Є Ohost and ( , o ) Є E}. 

 

Table 1. Algorithm Notation 

Symbol Meaning 

I Set of roles in the host organization 

O Set of resources in the host organization 

P Set of access permissions (e.g., read, write, execute) 

A Set of role access rights in the host organization A ⊂ I × O × P 

J Set of roles in the guest organization 

Req Set of access rights granted to the guest organization by the host 

organization Req Є J × O × P 

  Set of new roles to be added in the host organization after role mapping 

   et of access rights of the new roles   that requested by the guest 

organization 

M Set of role mapping records between the guest organization and the host 

organization M Є J × (I    ) 

 

For each pair of organizations, the algorithm iterates over all guest roles J and for each guest role j, 

it iterates over all host roles I. For each nested-loop iteration (i, j), we have three cases: (1) if all resources in 

current role i of I are needed by guest role j, then role i is mapped to role j by inserting the tuple (j, i) into the 

role-mapping rule store M; (2) if some resources in current role i — but not all — are needed by role 

j, then role i is split to role   with just the resources needed by role j, the new role   is inserted to a list of new 

roles  , the privileges mapped to   are inserted into a new list of local RBAC rules  , and the tuple        ) is 

inserted into M; (3) if some resources needed by role j are still not covered, a new role role is inserted with 

the remaining resources and added to list  , its privileges added to  , and the tuple (j, role) is inserted into M. 

Finally, we insert the new roles   to the local RBAC rule store to keep track of the new roles, insert   to the 

intra-domain rule store, and insert M to the role-mapping rule store. In HCAS, the inter-domain rule set Req 

between each two collaborating organizations is replaced by the set of role-mapping rules and the set of new 

roles added due to splitting or role insertion. That is, |Req| tuples are replaced by |M        |. 

 

4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS  

Our HCAS system aims at reducing the amount of rule tuples stored online, that is, in the path of 

each and every authorization request. The main tenet of HCAS is the adoption of the well-known role 

mapping technique to replace the inter-domain RBAC rule tuples by role mapping tuples. In this section we 

present and analyze the results of a simulation-based study to measure the effect of the degree of 

collaboration on the size of the online memory in both the traditional RBAC (i.e., role-object tuples) and our 

HCAS rule stores. In summary, our results show that the size of the online-memory in our HCAS is less in 

many highly-collaborative cloud applications. For applications with a low degree of collaboration or with 

very few objects per role, role-to-object mapping induces the same or slightly less online rules than HCAS. 

 

4.1. Experiment Setup 

 The mapping service (the role mapping algorithm described in Figure 3) of HCAS has been 

implemented in Java, and we compared HCAS role mapping approach to the traditional role-to-object 

mapping. We have adopted a simple RBAC model of 5-tuple rules (role, org1, object, org2, permission) [10], 

where each rule indicates that role role from organization org1 can access resource object in organization 

org2 with permission permission. We generated a collaboration graph between two organizations, host and 

guest, as follows. For intra-domain edges, the number of resources assigned to each role was generated out of 

a normal distribution, and the IDs of the resources assigned to every role were generated uniformly at random 

from the set of local resource IDs. The inter-domain edges were generated in a similar way. We ran the 

experiments for a range of mean values for the intra-domain and inter-domain normal distributions, whereby 

the standard deviation is always 10% of the mean. Each experiment was run 10 times and the rule store sizes 

as described in Section IV were computed in each run. The average savings ratio in the size of online rule 

store was calculated as (# tuples in role-to-object RBAC / #tuples in HCAS) and reported in the figures 

below. Table II summarizes the parameter values for the experiments shown in this paper. 
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Table 2. Algorithm Notation 

Parameter Value 

# roles in host organization 5, 15 

# roles for guest organization 5, 20 

# resources in host organization 20, 500 

# resources in guest organization 20, 500 

Number of resources per role  

(inter- and intra-domain) 

mean = 1 - 500;  

standard deviation = 10% of mean 

 
Input: 
   I: the set of roles in the host organization 

   R: the set of resources of the host organization 

   P: the set of access permissions (e.g., read, write, execute) 

   A   IxRxP: the set of role access rights in the host organization 

   J: the set of roles in the requester organization 

   Req Є JxRxP: the set of access rights granted to the requester organization 

Output: 

     : the set of new roles to be added in the host organization 

     : the set of access rights of the new roles    

   M   Jx(I     ): role mapping between the requester organization and the host 

organization 

begin 

 M =   =   =   

for each role j in J 

             K =   

 for each role i in I 

  Temp =   

  for each (resource, permission) pair (r, p) in Req(j)   

   if( (r,p) Є A(i)) 

       add tuple (r, p) to Temp 

                                           add tuple (r, p) to K  

                           end //loop on Req(j) 

                           if(|Temp| < |A(i)| ) then //role i not fully mapped 

                  add i’ to    

                             for each (r, p) in Temp 

                                 add (i’, r, p) to    

                             end 

                             add (j, i’) to M 

                        else // |Temp(i)| = |A(i)| 

                            add (j, i) to M 

                        end if 

      

              if  K.size = Req(j) then //check if role j completely covered, if so, break 

                   break; 

 end //loop on i 

   if  K.size = Req(j) then //check if role j completely covered 

        role = Req(j) – K 

        add role to   

        for each (r, p) in role 

              add (role, r, p) to    

        end 

        add (j, role) to M 

end //loop on j  

return M  

Fig. 3. The greedy role-mapping algorithm used in HCAS. 
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4.2. Low-collaboration Scenario 

 In the first set of experiments, we modeled a collaboration graph with a low degree of collaboration. 

More specifically, both collaborating organizations had five roles and twenty resources, and we varied the 

mean number of intra-domain and inter-domain resources per role between one and five inclusive. A mean of 

three, for example, means that each role was assigned an average of three intra-domain resources and and an 

average of three inter-domain resources. Figure 4 depicts the savings ratio with varying average number of 

resources per role. As the figure shows, there is no significant difference between the two methodologies. For 

a few cases, HCAS was slightly outperformed by role-to-object mapping because the overhead of role 

splitting was more than the saving due to role mapping. 

Fig. 4. Low-collaboration scenario. There was no significant difference between our HCAS  

and role-to-object mapping. For a few cases, however, HCAS was slightly outperformed by  

role-to-object mapping. 
 

4.2. Low-collaboration Scenario 

In the second set of experiments, we modeled a collaboration graph with a high degree of 

collaboration. More specifically, the host organization had 15 roles, and the guest organization had 20 roles. 

Both organizations have 500 resources, and we varied the mean number of intra-domain and inter-domain 

resources per role between 1 and 500 inclusive. Figure 5 shows that the savings ratio is super-linear in most 

of the simulated range of number of resources per role. It starts with a sub-linear behavior that turns into 

super-linear increase at mean = 70. Further investigation revealed that whereas the number of rule tuples in 

role-to-object mapping increased linearly with increasing number of resources per role, the number of tuples 

in HCAS started with a linear increase followed by a slight decrease at a turning point of mean = 70. With 

increasing number of intra- and inter-domain edges per role, it becomes more likely to match guest roles into 

host roles without the need to split host roles and without the need to create new host roles to cover 

unassigned objects, reducing the number of role-mapping rules. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Highly-collaborative scenario. HCAS achieved a super-linear savings ratio in most  

of the simulated range of number of resources per role. 
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5. CONCLUSION  

Federated authentication and authorization systems have been gaining more ground recently due in 

part to the increasing nature of collaboration and resource sharing across administrative domains in today's 

applications. A corner stone, besides security, to successful adoption of such systems is performance. This 

work showed that it is possible to design multi-tenant RBAC services that scale, in terms of required online 

memory size, to the degree of collaboration among participant organizations. The key idea is to use the role 

mapping technique, which we found to result in a more stable online storage footprint than role-to-object 

mapping. Based on this observation, we have proposed the highly-collaborative authorization service 

(HCAS), described its architecture and operation, and evaluated its memory saving through simulation 

experiments. 

An immediate next step to this work is the evaluation of a web service-based prototype of all HCAS 

component services: the authorization service (AS), the matching service (MX), the mapping service (MS), 

and the rule store (RS). Further investigation is warranted to efficient cache invalidation algorithms for the 

AS cache, efficient role-mapping algorithms with an incremental update mechanism, analysis of the 

characteristics of real-world collaboration graphs for current and projected collaborative cloud applications, 

and, last but not least, an adaptive feedback-based mechanism for switching between role-mapping and 

regular role-to-object mapping based on the observed degree of collaboration. 
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